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Just a brief one-pager to let our friends and supporters know what (in general) is happening 

in the State’s case against prominent I-I members Colm Granahan and Stephen Manning. 

We are doing our best to keep the I-I facebook page updated, and there is a video here that 

should help explain more-or-less what is going on, but the main point that needs to be 

clarified is why Stephen actually participated in the hearings last week at all? Especially in 

light of his previous declarations that he would not engage in an ‘unlawful process’?  Well, 

it seems the authorities have run out of options other than to brazenly steam ahead with 

even more unlawful and unconstitutional actions – in their increasingly desperate attempts 

to silence and intimidate us. We did put in our three ‘Common Informer’ applications on 

the Tuesday morning to be ‘actioned’ that day as against two Judges and the Minister for 

Justice, but Judge Aeneas McCarthy declared he would ‘deal with these later’ (which he 

didn’t of course) “..because this case is going ahead with or without you Mr Manning!” 

Stephen objected in every way that he could, but the plain fact of the matter is that had 

Stephen walked out on Tuesday, that he would undoubtedly have been convicted in his 

absence by now and that would have created another whole slew of convolutions, appeals, 

and other such nonsense that is the ruination of so many of our lives. So Colm and Stephen 

held their ground knowing that Judge McCarthy could not continue the case past Friday, 

and, if this case does now continue, then we are due to continue our cross-examination of 

witnesses on November 21st back in Castlebar Court. To say that this attempted prosecution 

by the DPP and the Mayo State Solicitor is riddled with malice, deviousness and corruption 

would be a huge understatement, because it is absolutely clear to everyone with eyes in 

their head that this is a blatant act of State-sponsored harassment and intimidation which is 

designed to put us all ‘back in our place’ – which is NOT to be exposing the injustice and 

corruption ongoing in our Courts, and NOT to be expecting proper treatment of any sort 

from those we are paying to uphold the law. It is all one-way traffic, with rogue authorities 

repeatedly abusing us – as well as their privileged positions of trust and authority – in the 

most scandalously arrogant and corrupt ways. THEY do as they damn-well please – while 

WE pick up the tab... and God help anyone who dares to assert their fundamental rights!  

Anyway, this is just to reassure everyone that Colm and Stephen are busy weighing up their 

options, because there is so much evidence of yet another criminal conspiracy going on – 

not to mention all of the breaches of Court Rules, the law, the Constitution... and the 

blatant perjury of State witnesses, that it’s going to be hard to know where to start..   

In the meantime, please continue to support each other at the local level and put our I-I 

forms and notices to good effect, and continue to share, tell and expose all on social media. 

Who knows, maybe the mainstream media will actually start asking some questions soon!? 

On Saturday 17th we will be hosting a presentation in the Clanree Hotel in Letterkenny from 

5-7pm – and on Monday 19th we are back in the CCJ Court No 2 at 10.30am where a ‘special 

Court’ has (finally) been reserved for us to show our videos and recordings which (as long as 

the judge isn’t totally blind, deaf and distracted) should result in the issuance of several 

criminal summonses against certain rogue Gardaí and their colleagues at GSOC.. maybe?  

        

    

      

 

 

I-I ‘S.O.S. Guide’ 

(Prosecuting by 

Common Informer) 

“One by one – together – we CAN make a difference!” 
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